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When the label marks out the product, 
you are using Aurum Labeling 
system supplied by Systech.

Exclusive distributor in Italy, Systech s.r.l. provides to 
the Italian market the first-class German labels made by 
Ferdinand Eisele -since 1931, one of the most important 
manufacturers of labels especially created for jewellery 
and watches sectors. The best choice to satisfy the Italian 
jewellery sector, a demanding market of long tradition, lea-
ding in craftsmanship worldwide.

According to the quick economic changes, Systech introdu-
ces a versatile and precise system conceived for the speci-
fic needs of who manufacture and trade in valuables, provi-
ding a better control of the whole management process, an 
up-to-date company brand and data always on hand.

Choose Aurum Labeling and leave behind you the constrai-
ning limits of paper labels for manual marking, prone to pa-
per and ink wear, fragility and the same old standard size.

LABELS

AURUM Labeling  
Hi-tech solution 
for label printing



Aurum labels can be printed from a PC. Printers work with special 
carbon ribbons fitted for Thermal Transfer printing. The chemical 
composition of the ink, the technique performed and the printing 
support device assure top results concerning the durability of 
information printed on the label despite the large number of 
treatment applied to jewellery items.

According to the user’s needs, the printing system can be based on 
two different solutions (hardware and software). For each one we 
provide installation, an accurate training course and a maintenance 
and assistance engagement.
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>  Extra 4 Aurum software

  > Thermal Transfer printer

 > labels and ribbons, application accessories

Aurum Labeling allows to:

➢ > undoubtedly identify every single item;

➢ > efficiently manage the items range;

➢ > enhance and speed up incoming and outcoming goods;

➢ > certify the quality and the origin of every item;

➢ > guarantee an effective assurance.

Labels:
Customization and flexibility

Aurum Labeling allows the user to decide which label type is more 
suitable for his/her practical use and communication needs.
Technical features of Aurum labels are:

➢ > size

➢ > dimensions

➢ > colour (also transparent colour is available)

➢ > material (glossy or matte)

➢ > finishing

➢ > content

The innovative material used for Aurum label is a special plastic paper 
with a high degree of resistance to wear and tear, heat, ultrasonic 
cleaning, humidity and chemical agents.

Moreover, it is possible to realize auto adhesive labels with permanent 
adhesive, easy to remove, with no residual material on the marked 
surface.

It is also easy and quick to apply labels. You can manually perform 
specific adhesive systems -for rings, colliers, earrings, pins, watches 
and glasses- or non-adhesive systems using nylon/cotton thread or 
adequate plastic supports.

How can you match item ID with a deeper guarantee needs during 
its handling? With RFID (Radio Frequency IDentification) labels, 
containing a microchip for this scope. All data electronically stored and 
placed in the label can be transmitted through radio waves received 
from adequate readers equipped with a receiver system, making 
absolutely useless the visual contact with the label.

For further information about the exclusive 
Aurum labels browse our catalogue: 
www.aurum32.it

AURUM Labeling: hi-tech solution for label printing
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Born in 1994, Systech s.r.l. is a company specialized in design and development of customizable software and hardware solutions. Integration with the most inno-
vative automatic data identification (barcode, RFID and voice) makes Systech s.r.l. a leader company in this market.

 
via S.Quasimodo, 42 
40013 Castel Maggiore (Bo) 
Tel. +39 051 0563050
Fax  +39 051 0563064

 
Via Firenze, 80 
71036 Lucera (Fg)  
Tel. +39 0881 546817 
Fax  +39 0881 526245

info@systechteam.it
www.systechteam.it

Official distributor 
for Italian market                          
in Italia


